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Turning A Page 

 What better thing to do on a snowy day, 
than to watch the snow drift down while 
enjoying our indoor spaces with some 
reading or a crossword, with family, with 
playing some games, or simply with some 
recuperation time from the holiday season? 

You, my readers, have provided me much 
by way of confidence and faith, allowing 
me to produce what I hope is a fine-
standing publication for your reading 
pleasure.  The articles, pictures, resources 
and comments that have been provided 
over time make creating the Ramshaven 
Herald an honour and a pleasure.   

I would now like to ask for a Deputy 
Chronicler, as an expanded team brings 
new ideas, richer articles, and fun for all! 

The coming year, I hope, will continue to 
bring hope and happiness, and, of course, 
more projects to discover, or discover need 
finishing.  Take, for example, the Canton of 
Bryniau Tywynnog’s banner project - we 
still have a couple of banners to make!  I’ll 
just put the draft drawings here… 

 

As we turn the page on 2015, and look to 
2016, I look forward to continued service. 

I also hope you like the crossword! Multi-
word answers have spaces 

Adnar Dionadair 
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Vertical

1. before the Franks

2. deposed Emperor Romulus in 476

3. short for entering a variety of 5 items in Kingdom 

Arts and Sciences Event

7. female Norse garb (but how is it worn?)

8. Yay! in the East

9. usual upper limit in answer to 24

10. variety of frame drum

12. chocolate chess pieces at Wassail Feast, e.g.

15. sweet and salty service to combatants (esp. 

Pennsic)

16. April 2nd, 2016. Great Annual Course Offerings - 

Be There!

18. one of the oldest universities

21. Edward I was known for reforming this, and we still 

deal with it today

23. Ramshaven's Red Tooth Award

24. a favourite for laughs

25. music player

26. frequently cited through medieval times, esp On 

The Consolation of Philosophy

27. officer responsible for funds

29. one local high authenticity group

30. Common question when discovering a 

style/technique

31. bring/memorize/learn a favourite song, poem, 

story, to this

32. Famous Irish manuscript, c.800

34. Art of Japanese Braiding

36. wooden music player

37. edible treat invented in 610 by a monk

38. Yay! in Ealdormere

39. multi-national bankers and knightly order of the 

Crusades

42. Minister of Arts and Sciences

Horizontal

4. founded Cairo, City of the Mosques, in 969CE

5. to go viking you are. also making a new trade route

6. gifts from royalty

11. Duke Sir Edward's favourite battle?

13. most famous of trade routes

14. practice at Rockton Fairgrounds or Shooter's 

Choice

17. Arts and Sciences: one year personal challenge

19. Italian rulers, 568-774

20. a family, could be akin to 16

22. The Real Land of the Free

26. Cistercian monk who argued for creation of 34

28. Old French

33. royally chartered group with a common interest 

(metalworking, brewing, games...)

35. May 20-23, 2016 Awesome Outdoor and Hands On 

Learning Experience

40. lining for a horn

41. for registering arms, do you speak...?

43. wagon and a grant-level service award

44. key-keeper or mayor
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